
 

SEEN by a painter 
MAKI NA KAMURA 
 
June 12 – September 30, 2017 
Opening on Sunday, June 11, 4–8 pm. The artist and Florian Illies, essayist of the 
exhibition catalogue will be present.  
 
The exhibition "SEEN by a painter" with works by Maki Na Kamura is the second exhibition of the 
artist in the GALERIE KNOELL and will take place during the Art Basel fair 2017 in the extended 
premises of the gallery at Luftgässlein 4. 
 
The new series of works by Maki Na Kamura is based on a painting by the French painter Pierre 
Puvis de Chavannes, "La Vision Antique" from 1890. This work is regarded as a preparatory yet 
independent image of the artist’s masterpiece "The Shepherd's Song" which is shown at the 
Metropolitan Museum in New York. 
 
Julia Garimorth, curator of the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris describes the artist’s 
fascination with the paintings of Puvis de Chavannes as follows: 
„The motif by Puvis de Chavannes that Na Kamura borrowed demonstrates this playfulness with 
perception. In the middle of his painting „Antique Vision“, she notices the presence of a form 
with clear contours in an intense blue colour that initially did not fit in well with the rest of the 
landscape. Indeed this form carries something that is quite undefinable. It can equally be taken as 
a flat area of colour or as a stretch of water that leads to the horizon. Fascinated by this 
changing motif, Na Kamura transposed it to her last series of paintings. She imported the blue 
stain, making it into pure abstraction that can suddenly morph into a stretch of water, searching 
for the horizon, thus recreating Alberti’s window.“ (Steine legen, Äpfel lesen, MAKI NA KAMURA, 
Osthaus Museum Hagen/Museum Dhondt-Dhaenens, p. 24-25). 
 
Florian Illies writes in his essay: “This artist dances between cultures and eras, very light-footed, 
always jumping at unexpected places. Another quote from her long list is: ‘Not to be where 
everyone else is.’ If everyone barges into the present, wanting to catch the ‘Zeitgeist’, the feeling 
of the here and now, when painting apparently has to justify its lifespan, its obsolescence as a 
medium – exactly at this moment, Maki Na Kamura consciously decides to examine precisely 
that, the lifespan and tradition of painting.” 
 
Maki Na Kamura, an artist with Japanese roots, moved to Berlin after studying at the Aichi 
Prefectural University of the Arts in Japan and the Kunstakademie in Düsseldorf. In 2017, she was 
honored with a large solo exhibition at the Osthaus Museum in Hagen ("MAKI NA KAMURA –
 Steine legen, Äpfel lesen", 4.2. – 16.4.2017). This exhibition will further be shown at the Dhondt-
Dhaenens Museum in Deurle, Belgium (15.10.2017 - 14.01.2018). 
 
Publishing house DEUTSCHER KUNSTVERLAG Berlin München is issuing a catalogue of the 
exhibition "SEEN by a painter, maki na kamura" in the GALERIE KNOELL with an introductory 
essay by Florian Illies. ISBN: 978-3-422-07440-8 
 
 
 
Galerie Knoell, Luftgässlein 4, 4051 Basel, Switzerland  
Opening hours: During Art Basel daily from 10 am – 7 pm 
From June 20 onwards Tu - Fr 1 – 6 pm, Sa 11 am – 4 pm.  
The gallery will be closed from July 25 until August 12, 2017. 
info@galerieknoell.ch, 061 692 29 88 (Sara Meyer), www.galerieknoell.ch 
 


